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12/25/2020 

 

Dear Supporter, 

 

 

First things first, Thank You for your support of this very worthy 

cause!   

 

It happens to be Christmas Day and there is no better time to share 

with you what ground we have gained this very year.  As most of you know 

this effort was launched near Christmas last year, so let me take you 

back to December 2019...from where we were, to where we are now: 

 

 

The Beginning, the Resources, and the Mandate 

 

The Beginning is seen late last year with the very first and inspiring 

podcast, our GoFundme Campaign, and an intro Video.     

 

If you look at our GoFundMe campaign, keep hitting the ‘read more’ link 

until you get to the bottom. It is a full-length expose on the current 

crisis of harassment, stalking, and suiciding in this Country – citing to 

original documents and asking for resources to wage a fight against it.   

 

It was intended to persuade skeptics and motivate sufferers.  Information 

like that is a part of the solution. 

 

The Gofundme brought resources of roughly $1,000.00 per month to engage 

the legal work at hand.  It is not a lot of money in legal circles, when 

you think of it.  To enlighten on the costs, my litigation clients have 

paid up to $250 an hour for my time.  And then there were office needs 

and expenses.  So, we knew we needed to do things differently.  We could 

mope, or we could make do.   

 

What did we do ?  We’ve made progress happen.  Read on. 

 

 

Progress On Attorneys Openly Supporting the Community: 

 

This was part of our goal, to draw courageous lawyers and related 

professionals to take a look at these cases.  And what surprised me is 

that there were basically no attorneys openly going on the podcasts.  So, 

we started to work on that right away. 

 

https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2019/12/27/recording-of-live-podcast-from-12-23-19/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2019/12/27/recording-of-live-podcast-from-12-23-19/
https://www.gofundme.com/f/thelegalcoop
https://youtu.be/gIhTJxKTFZM
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As a result there was Ray, on our Intro Video. Just one attorney on 

video, talking about the issues openly.  

 

 
 

We kept working.  Then there was two attorneys on video, talking about 

the issues openly. 

 

 
 

And more.  We poured support and welcomed others to join us.  

Longstanding talent welcomed the energy and resolve.  Then, Three 

attorneys on video, talking about the issues openly! 

 

 
 

 

https://youtu.be/gIhTJxKTFZM
https://youtu.be/gIhTJxKTFZM
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/11/26/new-two-lawyer-live-podcast-available/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/11/26/new-three-lawyer-live-video-interview-available/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/11/26/new-three-lawyer-live-video-interview-available/
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That last video alone was called ‘unprecedented’ by a longtime call show 

host.  It featured legal counsel ranging from experienced to newly 

minted, discussing interesting issues like class action lawsuits.   

 

Our first year has tripled the number attorneys openly for TIs.  Recently 

we were also approached by a Second Year Law Student who is trying to 

persuade his law school to do an internship with The Legal Coop.  That 

will pour an extra one hundred and twenty hours of legal work, and law 

school resources on these issues.  

 

We are going to continue pushing, to draw more and more talent and more 

resources onto this battle. 

 

 

 

Information, Education, and Interviews:  

 

We have engaged in Tens of Thousands of contacts through telephone, 

email, and social media, including twitter.  We blew up one laptop and 

had to upgrade our email account.  We face difficulties not unlike those 

described by other people in the community.  And we can’t possibly get to 

everyone right away, but we will continue working to do as much as 

possible. 

 

People consistently report they have tried for years and cannot get any 

attorney under any contractual arrangement, contingency or otherwise.  

The truth is that Contingency arrangements are only used in simple cases, 

with an almost guarantee win.  However, most of the cases in the 

community are unpopular with local power structures, and they are 

difficult as well.   Many also lack a proven defendant – an instant red 

flag in legal and law enforcement circles.  These are some of the reasons 

for the want of attorneys to take on these cases, and solve these 

problems.  We believe this is largely due to lack of preparation and a 

lack of awareness of the issues.   

 

We’ve also had Mr. Schumann as Guest in 10 or so Podcasts or Video 

Interviews, in direct support to the community! 

 

 

Progress on Official Recognition: of the Issue: 

 

 

From no official recognition of the issue, to recognition by the 

U.N. Expert on Torture.  How did this happen ? 

 

In early 2020 when almost no one in the community knew the name 

Nils Melzer, his potential was recognized here at The Legal Coop.  Other 

groups also recognized the potential as well. 

   

We went ahead and pushed support and original case studies at the 

Rapporteur as he researched the various sources and ranges of ill 

treatment. This and work by other groups provoked a bombshell which 

erupted into a groundbreaking report - revealing the existence of what he 

called Cybertorture. 

https://twitter.com/aftercollection
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/category/podcast/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/category/video-interview/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/category/video-interview/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/06/18/action-un-requesting-input-on-causes-and-potential-solutions-to-harassment-ill-treatment/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/03/03/breakthrough-cyber-torture-united-nations-expert-report/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/03/03/breakthrough-cyber-torture-united-nations-expert-report/
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Cybertorture was clearly outlined as an increasing phenomenon where 

information technologies, medical implants, and neurotechnological 

devices, among others, are used to torture others - coupled with stalking 

and harassment to maintain a ready-bench of conveniently silent victims 

and test subjects.  The not unrelated field of transhumanism also 

received mention.  Mr. Melzer then unveiled the use of private tv 

networks selling real-time torture, for the entertainment of voyeuristic 

clients.       

 

 
 

Reading his report many TIs and persons suffering from harassment 

and stalking plainly recognized the system and found validation and hope 

in the work.  This is the International Expert on Torture recognizing 

their plight.  You can now use this critical page from the report to show 

skeptics that this does happen.   

 

Progress ! 

 

 

Progress on Publications Supporting victims of High-Tech Harassment and 

Stalking:  

 

 

From a void of attorney-written articles on the issue, to : 

 

 

-Ways to prevent human experimentation through medical consent forms.  

 

 

-Supreme Court limits on wrongful watchlisting,  

 

 

-Official government documents proving targeting,  

 

 

-Exposing the plight of non-consensual implantees,  

 

 

-Educating on Distant Energy Weapons, No-touch torture, and Psychological 

torture  

 

https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/09/16/ongoing-project-estate-planning/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/05/31/analisys-of-critical-u-s-supreme-court-watchlisting-and-surveillance-case-fnu-tanzin-v-tanvir/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/07/10/there-is-no-targeting-well-except-that-targeting/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/11/26/battle-in-court-against-unconsented-implants/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2019/12/07/assange-and-gadgets-tortured-through-walls/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2019/12/07/assange-and-gadgets-tortured-through-walls/
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-Summarizing case studies to support Mr. Melzer's drive against 

Cybertorture, stalking, and harassment 

 

 

-Publicizing Current and Original RAND research exposing misuse of 

medical implants, 

 

 

 

 

Calls to Action: 

 

The past legal history of this community is like watching a disappointing 

weather forecast.  With our calls to action we aim to change that.  We 

will give people a chance to take action and make the news they want to 

hear.  Being on the sunny days, and the change they want to see. 

 

For example: 

 

-Supporting cases with distributed legal research : 

 

For people who can’t donate funds, this allows a chance to donate some 

time into something that needs doing.  Like legal research.  In one case 

for example, we designed a task to be as easy as a multi-term google 

search.  People doing this task help others, and learn the law in so 

doing.  It’s a win-win. 

 

-Designing Imagery to call attention to Cybertorture 

 

 
 

 

This little poster may not seem like much.  But it has likely been seen 

tens of thousands of times on twitter and elsewhere.  And people 

distributed hundreds of paper copies on foot, right onto public park 

https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/02/28/un-on-no-touch-torture/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/02/28/un-on-no-touch-torture/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/11/08/meet-the-risks-of-the-new-internet-of-bodies-including-implants-according-to-rand/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/11/08/meet-the-risks-of-the-new-internet-of-bodies-including-implants-according-to-rand/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/12/03/action-call-for-volunteer-research/
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trees and under windshield wipers.  It blanketed cars near a courthouse 

for example, so that a negative-nellie type quipped, “that’s a police 

car. You’re not going to put one on that, are you ?”  The poster replied, 

lifting the wiper, “Why not ?  It’s not gonna hurt it, is it ?”  

Precious. 

 

-Supporting other organizations in their activism 

 

Here we push support onto events organized by other groups. 

 

 

Case and Field Work Results:   

 

 

The meat of our work.  Done for peanuts, on a shoestring budget, and for 

as many people as possible.  We have shown up in court for no pay, gone 

straight into perp-nests, traveled thousands of miles to assist in 

difficult cases, and otherwise put ourselves on the line for principle.   

 

-Engaging in Fieldwork:  

 

 Faceprint! 

 

A Rights Watch Performed to Witness, Document and then shoo-off Store 

Mobbers while a person tried to shop for a lightbulb: 

 

To be published 

 

 

-Fighting Criminal Entrapment:  

 

 The Castle's front. 

 

Helped a person unravel fake criminal charges, and then supported filings 

of multiple Defense Attorney motions to assist in dismantling cooked-up 

evidence.   

 

To be published 

 

 

-Preventing Unmerited ‘wellness checks’ :  

 

 In Nature's Garden 

 

Halted harassment checks for a full year as a result of one support 

letter. 

 

To be published 

 

 

-Countering Workplace Mobbing : 

 

 Retaliation, by Exam 

 

https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/07/29/action-support-people-during-july-31sts-world-day-against-electronic-torture-aka-cybertorture/
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Here we Prevented a supposedly “required” workplace mental 'evaluation' – 

something totally cooked-up to retaliate for reporting a work-place 

mobbing incident.  The ‘evaluation’ and predictable firing routine was 

derailed by speedy consultation and timely asserting privacy rights. 

 

To be published 

 

 

-Retaliatory harassment and stalking 

 

 Law School Lies 

 

Supported a young lawyer in her exposure of fraud at her law school and 

subsequent retaliatory stalking 

 

To be published 

 

 

-Fighting Non-consensual Implantation 

 

 The Hot Shot 

 

From no active cases on implant harassment, to active support and 

fundraising, and onto a currently active Appellate level case for a 

nonconsensual implantee. 

 

 

-Fighting Organized Stalking and Harassment: 

  

The Christmas Griefer. 

 

A confident, connected, and resourceful perp orchestrated a slander 

campaign, and manipulated a restraining order and criminal charges onto 

an innocent 60-year-old Lady.  Then he would gloat, insult and threaten 

her through her kitchen window.  We helped get the charges dismissed, his 

restraining order denied and a temporary order issued against him. Then 

we helped get the Lady a two-year restraining Order against the perp.  

 

 
 

 

https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/12/04/action-push-to-win-a-court-case-on-biochips-microchips-non-consensual-implant-in-texas/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/12/04/action-push-to-win-a-court-case-on-biochips-microchips-non-consensual-implant-in-texas/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/04/18/the-christmas-griefers-false-charge-dismissed/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/04/19/the-case-of-the-christmas-griefer-what-its-like-on-the-receiving-end/
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/2020/07/09/case-result-2-year-restraining-order-obtained-to-protect-client/
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A 360 Degree turn on a perp.  There is Much more coming on that.  We 

endeavor to reproduce that in numbers, this very coming year. 

 

This is just a sample.  Many more case and field work actions were taken 

to investigate, document and halt stalking and harassment of law-abiding 

citizens.  And many more on the way! 

 

 

Direct Monetary Support and Fundraising for harassed and stalked 

individuals: 

 

If you’re low on money, success in legal cases is even harder.  So, in 

appropriate situations we have engaged in direct monetary support from 

our scant funds, as needed. And we also engaged in fundraising for people 

suffering work mobbing and nonconsensual implantation.  

 

We’ve multiplied our resources by driving well over $5,000 towards people 

in need – helping them get to court.  Instead of being alone, this allows 

them to face their perps with a crowd of people showing support, and some 

extra money in their pocket. 

 

 

-The Legal Coop: we are putting up a hard fight on all these fronts, and 

then some.-   

 

 

Dear reader, you’ve gotten this fight so I know you’re invested in 

this fight.   

 

This battle is ongoing: A story unfolds before our eyes, made by 

us, and made by every bit we put into it.   

 

We are now moving onto the next stage of forming an official 501c3 

Nonprofit, hiring staff, and multiplying our efforts to eventually 

protect and champion the cause of all our contributors.   

 

We can make this happen!  Be a part of this victory.  I welcome 

your support in the form of a small monthly donation.  Push a dollar a 

day towards us.  50 cents a day.  Whatever you can afford.  You know 

we’ll make it count.  And together we can make that change, we can make 

justice happen.   

 

In closing you have my gratitude for stepping up on this ongoing 

fight - the cause is our cause, I will not relent. 

 

 

Very Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays! 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Ray Schumann 

https://www.gofundme.com/f/VICTORIOUSLY-i-dared-to-speak-the-truth
https://www.gofundme.com/f/VICTORIOUSLY-i-dared-to-speak-the-truth
https://www.gofundme.com/f/legal-help-against-microchipping-humans
https://thelegalcoop.wordpress.com/one-time-and-recurring-support/
thele
Pencil


